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Presentation Notes
The Georgia Coastal Research Council is a project modeled after the National Research Council, but it is focused on coastal resource issues at the State level.  It was started in 2002 with funding through both the Coastal Incentive Grant Program of the Georgia Coastal Management Program and Georgia Sea Grant (both of which are NOAA funds).  We also receive some NSF support through the GCE LTER project.  We are housed at the University of Georgia in the Department of Marine Sciences.  Our staff consists of a director, two coordinators (including myself), and a small research staff (Wade Sheldon, Joan Sheldon, and John Carpenter). 
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US Commission on Ocean PolicyUS Commission on Ocean Policy
“Ocean policy decisions should be based on 
the best available understanding of the natural, 
social, and economic processes that affect 
ocean and coastal environments.  

Decision makers should be able to obtain and 
understand quality science and information in 
a way that facilitates successful management 
of ocean and coastal resources.”
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Although the GCRC predates this report by the US Commission on Ocean Policy, the impetus for the GCRC can be summed up by these observations by the commission:
“Ocean policy decisions should be based on the best available understanding of the natural, social, and economic processes that affect ocean and coastal environments.  
Decision makers should be able to obtain and understand quality science and information in a way that facilitates successful management of ocean and coastal resources.”
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• To provide mechanisms for 
improved scientific exchange 
between coastal scientists and 
decision makers.

• To promote the incorporation of 
best-available scientific 
information into State and local 
resource management.

GCRC GoalsGCRC Goals
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The GCRC serves as a model for fostering practical, working relationships between coastal scientists and managers.  Our goals are…
To provide mechanisms for improved scientific exchange between coastal scientists and decision makers.
To promote the incorporation of best-available scientific information into State and local resource management.
We are not a policy organization, but instead we seek to provide unbiased, objective information about scientific issues. 
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Facilitating interactions between scientists & managers

Synthesizing technical information

Conducting research

Communicating results

GCRC ApproachGCRC Approach
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To achieve our goals, we use a number of different approaches and our role in these activities varies.  I’ll give you some examples.
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Facilitating interactions between scientists & managers
Listserv
Website 
Meetings and research colloquia

Synthesizing technical information

Conducting research

Communicating results

GCRC ApproachGCRC Approach
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To facilitate interactions between the academic and management communities: 
We maintain a listserv with more than 150 participants, produce content for a wide-reaching website (which I’ll tell you more about later), and we organize different types of activities with coastal researchers and managers from throughout the State.  The most recent of these was our Coastal Georgia Colloquium ‘09, where sixty coastal managers and researchers (from 20 federal/state agencies or universities) spent a day and half talking shop and drinking coffee.  We have made a tradition of the 3-minute talk (who am I?, what do I do?).   And although some have griped beforehand about this, quite a number of participants cited these mini-talks as their favorite part of the Colloquium.  We continue to solicit information from the group on how we can bring people together to meet our common goals.  So, who makes up the GCRC? 
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GCRCGCRC Affiliated Scientists & Managers Affiliated Scientists & Managers (106)(106)

Georgia College and State Univ. (2) GA DNR, CRD (10)
Georgia Institute of Technology (6) GA DNR, EPD (3)
Georgia Southern University (10) GA DNR, WRD (3)
Indiana University (1) Georgia Forestry Commission (1)
Louisiana State University (1) Georgia Important Bird Areas (1)
Savannah State University (8) Nat’l Marine Sanctuaries Prog.(3)
State University of West Georgia (1) NOAA (2)
University of Florida (1) National Park Service (1)
UGA & UGAMI (22) Private consulting firm (1)
UGA Marine Ext. Service (5) Sapelo Island NERR (1)
University of Houston (1) Skidaway Inst. of Ocean. (11)
University of Massachusetts (1) S. California CWRPA (1)
University of New England (1) US Army Corps of Engineers (3)
University of West Florida (1) US Geological Survey (3)
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In addition to the staff I mentioned in my introduction, the GCRC currently has more than 100 affiliated members, who are predominantly PI-level researchers or program level managers who have volunteered to join our ranks.  They represent a wide array of state and federal agencies.  I’ll note that many of the out of state researchers were located in Georgia at one time and have maintained active research programs in the state. 
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Facilitating interactions between scientists & managers

Synthesizing technical information

Conducting research

Communicating results

GCRC ApproachGCRC Approach
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Moving on to another example of how we meet our objectives, we have synthesized technical material in response to specific requests for information…
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Facilitating interactions between scientists & managers

Synthesizing technical information 
Stormwater treatment in coastal areas
Environmental effects of docks and marinas 
Marshgrass dieback update

Conducting research

Communicating results

GCRC ApproachGCRC Approach
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… and these are usually prepared for the Coastal Resources Division of the Georgia Department of Natural Resources.  Here I have listed just three examples.  We do our best to supply the information needs of the state.  We have prepared white papers and summary reports.  We have provided DNR with talking points.  Sometimes, our role is to put them in touch with the right parties and other needs have been met by actually conducting research in-house.  Which leads me to my next bullet.
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Facilitating interactions between scientists & managers

Synthesizing technical information

Conducting research – and leveraging funds

Communicating results

GCRC ApproachGCRC Approach
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We have used our core funding to leverage funds from other organizations to support mutually beneficially programs.  A good example of this was our prior relationship with the National Park Service, for whom we prepared very detailed coastal watershed assessments of two different Georgia parks.  When the Park Service recently wanted a way to find out “who is monitoring what” with regard to coastal water quality in our region, we became the “go to” group.  And our staff became awfully busy.
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Southeast Coastal Water Quality

Goal: To develop a 
database and web 
portal of water quality 
monitoring program 
metadata

www.gcrc.uga.edu/wqmeta

41 monitoring programs with 
WQ data from 16,182 
monitoring sites
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Wade Sheldon and John Carpenter have designed and executed an amazing resource for our clients – a database of regional water quality program information.  Because the database is web-accessible, it is useful to anyone with interest in the region.  But some of the tools Wade developed through this Park Service project will find new homes behind the scenes on the GCE-LTER website!  Program support (engaging partners, running meetings, etc) was provided by Christine Laporte of the GCRC.
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Facilitating interactions between scientists & managers

Synthesizing technical information

Conducting research
Coastal water quality 
Watershed assessments
Marsh dieback
Regional research needs

Communicating results

GCRC ApproachGCRC Approach
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The example I just described is one area in which the GCRC has been the prime actor.  We have also been evaluating the data from the state’s coastal water quality monitoring programs, investigating the causes of marsh dieback, and I mentioned the watershed assessments for the National Park Service a moment ago.  We are also the managing partner in a project to develop a regional research plan. 
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South Atlantic Regional Research Project
www.gcrc.uga.edu/sarrp.htm

• Needs assessment
• Regional survey of coastal issues
• Workshops

The plan is in development. 

A Governors Alliance has been formed.

SARRPSARRP
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My colleague, Christine Laporte has been the key staffperson working on the project we call “SARRP”.  The South Atlantic Regional Research Project is a National Sea Grant-funded effort to develop a list of regional research needs for the Southeastern seaboard. A research plan is now in the development phase, the project having already moved through a needs assessment (with some 170 documents examined), a regional survey of coastal issues, and two planning workshops.  Meanwhile, a separate process has resulted in the formation of a governors alliance for the four states (NC, SC, GA, FL) (with a mission to “significantly increase regional collaboration among the four states, with support from federal agencies, universities, regional organizations, NGOs, private businesses and the public as partners, to sustain and enhance the region’s coastal and ocean resources for the betterment of its citizenry.”).   It appears that the alliance is poised to give support to the SARRP plan as “the” regional research plan. 
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Facilitating interactions between scientists & managers

Synthesizing technical information

Conducting research

Communicating results
Presentations (ex. Coastal Advisory Committee)
Articles for Coastal Management Program publication
Website (www.gcrc.uga.edu)

GCRC ApproachGCRC Approach
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To communicate our results, we do our best to get out and about, giving presentations to many different kinds of organizations.  We have also been submitting scholarly articles (as opportunity presents) and research overviews to the Georgia Sound (a Coastal Management publication).  Finally, we maintain an extensive website as a clearinghouse for information on coastal research activities.  Visitors to our site can find … 
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www.gcrc.uga.edu
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A homepage with announcements such as upcoming conferences, funding opportunities, requests for information.  These are updated once or twice monthly.  There is also a navigation list to other main areas of the site, including:  Affiliate biographies, meeting information, external links, and a directory of research summaries.
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Here is the index of research summaries – the individual reports may be supplied by affiliated members, but most often are extracted by GCRC staff from progress reports submitted to Sea Grant or the Coastal Management Program who supported the work.  Summaries are organized by topic, but are linked to affiliate/ investigator pages as well.  Here is where we put our effort – translate the science back into English so that the work is accessible for all of the management community, some of whom may be required to work well outside their areas of expertise from time to time.
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GCRC Focus AreasGCRC Focus Areas
•Marsh Hammocks

•Water Quality

•Marsh Dieback

•Regional Planning

•Stakeholder Issues
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We also have pages set up to specifically highlight what we call our Focus Areas --  Marsh hammock ecology, coastal water quality, marsh dieback, Regional planning, and stakeholder issues.  Resources here might include GCRC research summaries, links to other websites, external documents, maps, or media reports. 
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Comments?Comments?

Janice FloryJanice Flory
GCRC Program CoordinatorGCRC Program Coordinator
jeflory@uga.edujeflory@uga.edu

Website:   www.gcrc.uga.eduWebsite:   www.gcrc.uga.edu
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I hope I’ve given you some idea of the unique role that the GCRC plays here in Georgia, and how we make a fine partner for the GCE.   I’m happy to answer questions as time permits.  And don’t hesitate to contact me with any comments.  Thank you.
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